
Understanding unconscious 
emotional response to creative 
at speed



Rapid Instinct Approach at a glance
Understanding unconscious emotional response to creative at speed

When you need to go further with your targeting and refine your 
audience, you can upgrade to a Custom Instinct project by 
contacting the team at instinct@hallandpartners.com. This will affect 
the price and timing depending on the complexity of the sample.

10 minute online survey

Self serve

Including Eye-Tracking 
and Facial Coding to 
measure attention and 
unconscious emotion 

WHAT? WHO?

150 UK/USA Adults aged 
18+

100 to complete facial 
coding

Age, gender and region 
spread

WHEN?

42-72 hours turnaround 
from launch

Results delivered in 
a 9-page automated 
summary report plus 
toplines

HOW?

Delivered through the 
Rapid Insight Store

rapidinsightstore.com/
proof-instinct/

I N V E S T M E NT

£3.5k/$4.5 per creative



Custom Instinct Approach at a glance
Understanding unconscious emotional response to creative at speed

10 minute online survey. 
Changes to sample or 
screener only.

Semi-Automated

Including Eye-Tracking 
and Facial Coding to 
measure attention and 
unconscious emotion 

WHAT? WHO?

150 Adults aged 18+

75 to complete facial 
coding

Foreign language 
capabilities

Can only be done with 
minimum IR of 60% 
(best efforts) minimum 

WHEN?

Turnaround dependent 
on screening criteria

Results delivered in a 
9-page automated
summary report plus
toplines

HOW?

Delivered through H&P 
teams using the Rapid 
automated process 

Additional analysis 
requirements would 
require bespoke costing 
i.e. foreign markets,
filtered tables

I N V E S T M E NT

£/$TBC per creative



Initiate a project
A simple online form sent straight to the platform

Fill out your client and choose five competitor brands.  Upload 
your video stimulus, or go direct to instinct@hallandpartners.
com for a Custom project discussion

Fill out your personal, company and billing information

Agree to the privacy and T&C’s

Review and check your details, hit submit

You will get a confirmation email and your project will go live 
within 24 hours



How the test works
Tried and test pre/post approach to examine brand shift and diagnose creative response both consciously 
and subconsciously, rationally and emotionally

WE EVALUATE CREATIVE AND BRAND RESPONSE

Pre-exposure baseline 
brand engagement

Digging further into 
creative response

With eye tracking and 
facial coding

Post-exposure brand 
engagement to 
measure uplifts



Anchored around the latest thinking in brand and 
communications research
An holistic evaluation of your content and brand impact

SEE FEEL THINK DO

Attention (Eye Tracking)

Most memorable things 
(o/e)

Brand Linkage

Emotional response 
(facial coding)

Brand Connection

Brand Belief

Spontaneous message 
take out

#hashtag the ad

Brand Advantages

Brand Consistency

Ad sharability

Brand Ease

Brand Advocacy

Brand Purchase Intent



What you get
Emotional response

Emotion
NORM = 65%

NORM = 58%

72%

63%Attention



What you get
Creative Response

Relevance

Like 72%

TEST AD

64%

NORM

Dislike 28% 36%

43%

35%

37% TEST AD

NORM28%

Likeability



What you get
Creative response

Hashtags

One thing

Main message

Memorable

#rollback

#shopping fun

#1



What you get
Brand response

5%A brand I would recommend to a friend 
or colleague

12%A brand that’s distinctive

SEE

5%A brand I feel close to

12%A brand that acts in the interests of others 
rather than itself

FEEL

7%A brand I would be willing to pay more for

12%A brand that makes it easy for me to buy

5%A brand I would consider buying or usingDO

THINK 5%A brand that has more advantages than 
its competitors

12%A brand that consistently meets my needs 
and expectations






